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Abstract— Procrastination refers to a voluntary delay of a
needed or committed task that might hurt productivity and
wellbeing requirements such as self-acceptance, personal growth
and positive relations with others. People might procrastinate
due to a lack of motivation towards performing a task or a
mismatch between the task and their skills. Social Networks Sites
(SNS) are designed to provide users with the opportunity to
socialise and feel relatedness despite being physically separated.
SNSs design is typically equipped with a rich set of persuasive
tools to encourage more social interaction. Such tools can entice
procrastination when users have low self-regulation ability, and
seek avoidance and mood modification. As a first step in
designing persuasive features which would help people control
their procrastination, there is a need to understand how existing
SNS features persuade procrastination in the first place. In this
paper, we conduct a multi-stage qualitative study to explore the
occurrence of procrastination and the prominent features of SNS
design that trigger and facilitate it. We use focus groups to
explore SNS procrastination, and then get a more ecologically
valid, detailed and in-context data via a ten days’ diary study
followed by clarification interviews. The findings shed light on
prominent types of procrastination and features in SNS design
that can persuade and increase, in certain contexts, the chance
for procrastination.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Procrastination refers to the voluntary engagement in
alternative activities, which prevents the performance of other
tasks, potentially leading to negative consequences [1].
Procrastination can also be defined as the postponement of a
relevant and timely activity [2]. The delay caused by
procrastination is associated with negative consequences such
as low academic performance, reduced self-respect, and
increased levels of frustration and anxiety, either for the person
procrastinating or others connected to them [1]. Procrastination
is considered one of the main sources of work-related stress
[3]. A typical example of procrastination in an academic
setting involves students delaying the start of their assignment
work and, consequently, delivering low-quality work or late
work, causing themselves avoidable stress.
Elsewhere, it has been demonstrated that procrastination is
a coping strategy that helps people to release stress and refresh
their mood, thereby positively improving work efficiency [4].
However, we argue that such kind of procrastination is a
managed one, where people still enjoy a high degree of selfcontrol. Unmanaged procrastination refers to the inability to
retain control over the postponement of other committed and
needed tasks. In unmanaged procrastination, people deviate

from what they initially planned and that mood refreshment
turns into stress and low performance [5].
Social Networks Sites (SNS) platforms enable users to
create personal profiles, communicate and get in touch with
others regardless of their location, experiences or languages.
Despite these benefits, some usage styles may turn to be
harmful such as the obsessive and hasty usage that can be seen
as a Digital Addiction [6]. Procrastination is a facet of such
problematic usage style. SNSs are deliberately designed to
persuade further user engagement. This is achieved by a range
of persuasion and influence features, such as profiling, where
people realize their ideal self-online or create another presence
and another incarnation of their “real self” [7]. SNS also
provide a medium for peer pressure, a powerful persuasive
technique where users feel the urge to engage, not necessarily
because of the gain of specific goals, but rather because of the
fear of missing out or losing popularity [8]. This introduces the
question of whether SNS design can be deemed responsible for
persuading procrastination, and if so, in what way. It also raises
the question of whether future SNS design can embed features
which persuade and aid users to gain more control of their
usage, hence gaining a higher degree of self-regulation.
Advances in persuasive technology and gamification can be
exploited in SNS to gain more control over their
procrastination. Persuasive technology is used to help change
people’s behaviour by influence rather than hard coercion and
pressure [9]. Hence, using these techniques will be in harmony
with the spirit of SNS that is based on freedom of choice and
leisure. Gamification is a useful technique that can be used
within and outside SNS to help users gain more control over
procrastination. For example, when a user procrastinates
because their job is not enjoyable or frustrating, it can be
possible to gamify the job being undertaken to bring the joy
that user experience on SNS into tasks environment. It can be
used within SNS as well through goal settings and selfmonitoring, for example, a progress bar showing the daily limit
and busy times of the day. A change in the SNS colour scheme
in the social network to indicate an excess of the time and level
of engagement would be another example.
In this paper, we study how procrastination occurs on SNS
and the role of SNS features in facilitating and persuading it.
Initially, we conduct a focus group study to explore the main
themes and arguments. In the second phase, we use a diary
study, based on the focus group findings, to elaborate and
analyse on the set of initial findings. The use of a diary study
helped us to get more ecologically valid, detailed and
contextualized input from the participants. All participants in
both studies self-declared to procrastinate often on SNS. The

findings are meant to inform the literature on how SNS
facilitate procrastination as a first step to designing persuasive
techniques to counterbalance that side-effect. Hence, we used
our findings in [10] as a baseline for devising countermeasures
to combat procrastination on SNS.
II.

RESEARCH METHOD

We followed a qualitative method to understand the nature
of the role of SNS feature design in persuading users to
procrastinate. The study was divided into different phases
including a focus group, diary study and follow-up interviews
in order to increase the coverage and the credibility of the
study. The first phase focus group collected the initial findings
and then 10 days were set aside to collect the diaries. Finally,
follow-up interviews were used to clarify the data.
A. Focus groups for an initial exploration
In the focus group phase, sixteen participants were
recruited (nine females and seven males aged over eighteen
years). The selection criteria were mainly that the participants
use at least one social network account and that the selfdeclaration of frequent procrastination on their SNS. In this
phase, participants were divided into two sessions to ensure
that each session had no more than eight participants. The
focus group discussions were based on three main themes with
the aim to fill the gap that has been identified in the literature
regarding providing more details about the nature of the
relationship between procrastination and SNS. These questions
were used as a starting point for the discussion. Literature and
explanatory scenarios were also provided.
•
•

•

What is your general perception of procrastination
and social media?
What are the different types of procrastination on
SNSs and the users’ motivation for facilitating
procrastination?
What role do the design features of SNSs play in
persuading procrastination?

B. Diary study for detailed and contextualised diagnosis
Based on the findings of the focus group, we designed a
diary study. This phase sought to confirm the focus group
findings and obtain additional information regarding how SNS
features may facilitate user procrastination. In this phase, we
employed the same participants who had already taken part in
the focus group sessions which helped to ensure that data bias
was avoided. Consequently, the participants who took part in
this phase were already immersed with the research problem.
Participants were required to record their stories when they felt
they were procrastinating and to share them with us. The diary
study benefited from using this method because it involved the
participants continually reporting their thoughts, feelings and
behaviour in real time and in different contexts [11].
C. Interviews for clarification
Three participants from the diary study were called back
mainly to clarify what they had reported in their diaries when
that was not clear. These interviews helped to enhance the
credibility of the analysis through being a validation tool, i.e. to

check with them whether we analysed their diary input
correctly.
D. Data analysis
Thematic analysis was used in order to gain a deeper
insight into the data collected via the focus group, diary data
and interviews. The thematic analysis approach is widely used
for data analysis in qualitative research. It is used as a method
to identify, analyse and report patterns. These patterns are
important to the description of the phenomena. We followed
the steps suggested in [12] to conduct the analysis.
III.

PROCRASTINATION AND SNS DESIGN FINDINGS

In this section, we categorise procrastination on SNS into
four distinct types: avoidance, escapism, emergence and mood
modification. Moreover, we reveal procrastination triggers as
well as the SNS features that facilitate and persuade
procrastination. The findings are summarised in Fig.1.
A. Procrastination on SNS: General Perception
Participants indicated that they usually use SNS, and
eventually procrastinate, to relieve stress and refresh their
mood. However, they were receptive to receiving softwareassisted support to gain more control of their procrastination.
Participants, who were generally students, acknowledged that
procrastination on SNS has a significant effect on their
academic performance and it is generally seen as time wasting.
Furthermore, participants noted the fine line between
procrastination as a way to relieve stress and it being seriously
harmful behaviour. One participant stated that “procrastination
may be a good thing if it relieves stress because this could
improve the quality of work produced but it should be well
controlled.” In addition, people who are affected by their peer
procrastinators claim that procrastinating may become
contagious, especially if they are in the same place. One
participant said: “If someone procrastinates [on SNS], they
may distract others, especially those in the same class”
deterring them from doing their primary task and encouraging
further procrastination.
B. Procrastination on SNS: Types
1) Avoidance can be defined as the act of keeping away
from or not doing something that needs to be done. In the case
of procrastination, avoidance is what people are often inclined
to do when they face unpleasable or unenjoyable tasks by
delaying starting to work on them [13]. Based on what was
derived from the analysis, the lack of motivation to start doing
a task might mean avoidance. Lack of motivation can occur
because of an individual’s limited intrinsic or extrinsic
motivation to perform a task. However, the use of SNSs could
be more intrinsically motivating and more enjoyable than the
original delayed task. Unlike traditional tasks and interactions,
SNS can provide instant rewards for users which increase their
extrinsic motivation to stay online. For example, when a user
posts a photo they might get instant rewards such as likes or
positive comments. This reward might persuade users for to
continue the usage of SNS and avoid the priority task. A
participant said that “the comments and notifications are
designed to attract people to stay online” without considering
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Fig.1: Procrastination types and triggers

whether this will then encourage them to ignore their original
tasks and jobs.
2) Escapism can happen when ignoring real-life problems,
anxiety and depression by immersing in SNS [14]. In some
cases, such escapism is correlated with procrastination. Some
people tend to delay or avoid dealing with financial
difficulties, loneliness or fear through being an alternative,
often unreal, environment online [15]. One of the triggers is
the feeling of low acceptance from peers during a group
activity which encourages users to share ideas on SNSs and
get better response. SNS features allow and probably persuade
users to customise their profile and create a list of people who
they like to follow, i.e. the echo chambers through
collaborative filtering algorithms applied to news and posts.
This technique helps to build an alternative reality consisting
only from what a person like to hear and see and this makes
SNS and ideal escape environment for users who experience
negative feelings in their real lives. Some participants argued
that SNSs allow them to have anonymous accounts and that
anonymity encourages them to express their real self without
being identifiable by others. This persuades users to stay
active for a long time even if being active has a negative
impact on other important tasks. Some users preferred their
alternative online life to their real life, and those people tend
not to perceive time spent on SNSs as procrastination. Instead,
they may feel procrastination if they do not fulfil the task of
their online persona, e.g. gamers gathering online for a virtual
battle.
3) Emergence type of procrastination can happen when
people focusing on a task such as attending a lecture or
writing a paper, get distracted by SNS task, which then
triggers procrastination online. The emerged task might lead
people to stop focusing or delay work on the original task,
which harms the productivity of their work [16]. With SNS
being a continuous medium for communication, there is
always a threat to get distracted. One of the participants
reported that: “the notification is the worst feature that leads

me to check and then procrastinate when I am focussing on
my work’’.
4) Mood modification type of procrastination occurs when
a user procrastinates to experience a better feeling. Mood
modification is also, one of the six core components of
behavioural addiction, including addiction to SNS, which has
been considered by [17]. Mood modification refers to the
subject experience that people report as a result of engaging in
a particular activity and can be seen as a coping strategy [17].
However, mood modification in SNS occurs when a person
visits SNSs to change their mood instead of working on their
tasks. For example, when a user thinks that there might be
some stress associated with a task they need to perform, they
might start accessing SNSs in order to relieve the stress and
build some confidence. One participant said: “while I was
working I felt stressed so I decided to have a look on
Facebook” and comparing the high level of joy on SNS with
the stress that is associated with the task, users find it
challenging to stop procrastinating.
One participant
commented: “even when I realised I was procrastinating and,
it was hard to stop”.
C. Personal triggers
This kind of persuasion trigger refers to the personal
context and can be divided into three sub-categories; personal
situation, low self-esteem, and low self-control.
1) Personal situation refers to personal needs, feelings and
emotions that lead users to procrastinate. Personal situations
are divided into four sub-categories which include boredom,
avoiding reality, seeking joy, and interest. Boredom is widely
believed to be an important trigger of procrastination because
most of the participants reported that they tend to procrastinate
to combat a boring, not necessarily challenging, task and
change their mood. A participant said: “There was no reason
for procrastinating other than that I was feeling bored so
chose to go on Instagram’’. Avoiding reality happens when a
person faces a situation that they do not believe they are able

to deal with it due to low self-efficacy. They then start
accessing SNSs and avoid working on it. For example, a
participant said “I was browsing YouTube to see some funny
videos instead of working on an important task that need full
concentration that I find difficult’’.
The emotional need for joy, i.e. seeking joy plays an
important role in explaining people’s procrastination. SNSs
provide their users with different types of activities that might
deliver high levels of enjoyment such as chatting with friends,
keeping up to date with their fans and sharing good moments
with others. In addition, interest is associated with a personal
situation and can trigger procrastination. SNSs can be
persuasive through customising and personalising the content
based on user interest in order to seize their attention for more
SNSs usage which can result in procrastination. For example,
hashtags are presented to the user to match their recent search
and browsing.
2) Low Self-esteem can be defined as the negative
evaluation of oneself, or abilities [18]. Low self-esteem has
been found to be one of the procrastination triggers that often
leads people to avoid or delay performing a task [19]. Low
self-esteem is divided to two subcategories which include low
self-efficacy and low acceptance. Self-efficacy is defined as an
individual belief that someone will be able to accomplish a
specific task. An essential component to achieving something
is our confidence that we can achieve it [20]. There is
evidence that low self-efficacy has been found as one of the
predictors of procrastination [21, 22]. For example, when SNS
user has low confidence to perform a task like sharing ideas
during class time, this may encourage them to avoid focusing
on the class and tend to procrastinate via SNSs. Some
participants noted that ‘’People use SNSs to express their
ideas under a nickname when they are not confident enough
about what they are sharing’’.
Low acceptance refers to the feeling of not being
recognised or appreciated by others. Participants claimed that
SNS allow them to share whatever they want without feeling
any pressure, they get a level of satisfaction from their friends
on SNSs, and they feel less inhibited or incompetent.
Moreover, for people who have low relatedness and feelings
of not being accepted by others, SNS may meet their needs
and allow them to create relationships and find new virtual
friends. Hence, they might feel appreciated, understood and
less lonely without looking at the meaning of that in practical
terms, i.e. their job and reality. For example, some participants
mentioned that while being a teenager, she used to “use SNSs
to be accepted by other peers’’.
3)
Low self-control has an association relationship with
procrastination [23, 24]. A study that explored the relationship
between low self-control and Facebook claimed that the
enjoyment of browsing Facebook makes students lose track of
time and that can causes delays to tasks that needed to be done
such as writing a paper or preparing for an exam [25].
However, most of the diary and focus group participants noted
that users who have low self-control typically find it difficult

to stop accessing SNSs due to the level of enjoyment and
temptation that SNSs provide. This enjoyment can be
achieved as a result of persuasive features like customised and
personalised content which trigger interest or stimulate
curiosity for new information.
D. Social triggers
Social triggers denote the family of triggers related to the
users’ human relationships and interests. Social triggers are
divided into three sub-categories: fear of missing out (FOMO),
social influence, and social anxiety.
1) FOMO has been defined as a desire to stay continually
connected with what others are doing to avoid missing
important events and content [26]. However, the strong desire
to keep up to date with what is happening on SNSs and what
people do seems to be one of the most important triggers of
procrastination. Hence, users start to access SNSs to ensure
that they do not miss anything. Participants mentioned some
SNS features are much persuasive and lead them to
procrastinate such as Snapchat stories and users’ status, which
are temporarily valid, i.e. scarcity [27]. One participant said:
“Snapchat stories encourage me to read them because they
will disappear after 24 hours’’. Exploration features can also
be associated with FOMO, and these features tempt users to
explore and seek more information about particular content.
For example, when a user checks their SNSs accounts to avoid
missing any information, they usually start to explore more
information related to what they started to explore. A
participant said “I was watching video on YouTube and then
other videos appeared, so I watched a few more’’.
2) Social influence might persuade users to procrastinate
either directly or indirectly. Indirect influence happens when
people normalise checking SNS because others are doing the
same. One participant said: “seeing others browsing Facebook
during the class encouraged me to do so”. Direct influence
can occur when somebody asks other peers, in person or
online, to access SNS for interesting content, e.g. via tagging
them in a picture or a post.
3) Social anxiety can lead SNS users to procrastinate
mainly because of the fear of evaluation. Fear of evaluation is
maximised when users have low self-efficacy and limited
confidence which adversely affect their intrinsic motivation to
perform the task. SNS enable users to personalise their
accounts by organizing a list of followers and banding
together those who have inconsistent views which helps to
avoid having negative reactions [28].
E. SNSs features triggers
1) Notification features can be described as enhancing
connectivity and up-to-datedness via user alerts when a user
interacts with particular services [29]. Most of our participants
agreed that notifications distracted them while they are
working on a particular task and encouraged them to start
accessing SNS. Therefore, notification seems to be the first
trigger that usually facilitates procrastination. Notification can

lead to procrastination in its two modalities; deactivated and
activated notification. Deactivated notifications seem to
persuade users to procrastinate indirectly because they are
more tempted to know whether they received messages when
a notification is muted. This may trigger user curiosity to
access SNS. Hence, when the user browses SNSs they tend to
compensate and perform other activities, such as chatting or
searching for information. In contrast, an activated notification
may trigger user procrastination directly. Thus, clicking on the
notification will lead users to start accessing SNSs and other
activities might emerge. One participant said: “I started
browsing more and procrastinating when I got a notification
through promoting a discount code for online clothes”. We
argue that there are other creative ways a notification may
solve the aforementioned dilemma, e.g. collecting notification
from different social networks in one place to demotivate
further browsing and providing a recap-like notification which
will be a way in the middle between active and deactivated
notification.
2) Immersive design; can lead users to stay online for a
long time because of the fear of missing temporal content such
as snap chat stories. Moreover, an SNS feature such as endless
feeds could persuade users to procrastinate while using SNSs
by simply continuing to view other posts. For example,
Twitter’s never-ending newsfeed offers continuous browsing
for extended periods of time. One participant said: “I
continued to procrastinate just scrolling through Twitter's
home page”. The, Pull to refresh feature is designed to
constantly remind users of the perpetual nature of newsfeeds.
For example, when a user updates their newsfeed on Twitter,
the “pull to refresh” icon appears, increasing the expectation
of seeing something new, even if nothing comes up. This
feature persuades users to stay online even for a matter of
seconds to see what could follow. In addition the customized
content feature aims to provide content based on the user’s
experience or their previous browsing history profile. This
also occurs by providing links or alternative content linked to
the content that a user is viewing at a given time. Hence,
alternative content may trigger users’ interest to continue
viewing content, increasing the overall user usage. One
participant reported that: “When I watch a video I find others
on the recommended list that attracted me’’.
3) Identity features are the features that allow users to
profile and represent themselves, e.g. choosing a name, avatar,
status, motto and profile picture [7, 29]. Some users tend to
use real information to represent themselves, whereas others
prefer to use made-up identities. Users who use identifiable or
real information might feel pressured to spend more time and
“gain more popularity and social influence”. Craving
popularity, in turn, triggers continuous usage in order to gain
more followers which leads to further procrastination. In other
cases, user popularity facilitates financial gain from
advertising products or even by proliferating the popularity of
other users. Therefore, a user might stay active for longer in
order to satisfy their followers and increase their account

reputation. SNS features allow users to increase their
popularity by showing popularity information on other
followers, i.e. social proof [27], thus increasing the popularity
competition between them. Anonymous users prefer to use
fictitious information to represent themselves on SNSs for
reasons, such as privacy and freedom to express views which
might be controversial, or being more relaxed and comfortable
about their online presence [30]. One participant noted that:
“Using a nickname increases the users’ confidence to talk
without being worried because they are anonymous” and this
leads to an extensive time on SNS as well.
4) Presence features refer to the extent to which users
know if others are available [7]. Using presence features,
people can share some details about their location or the times
they are active. Surveillance of presence feature causes
procrastination by broadcasting the user’s status as online and
active. Therefore, once the user starts accessing SNSs, they
may feel they are being monitored by others, increasing the
pressure to respond to any request from their contacts or
followers. A participant said “because two blue ticks
appeared I’m forced to reply’’ which means she felt that the
system was monitoring her presence which forced her to
spend some time chatting at the expense of her work.
Similarly, SNSs monitor their users through the feature of
transparency, which captures information about their SNS
access history which includes current presence, last presence
and user location.
Current presences feature identifies if a user’s contacts are
currently online. Some participants claimed that appearing
online when they receive a message forces them to reply to
these messages in order to maintain good relations with their
friends and avoid losing them. One participant said: “because
I appeared online I had to start the conversation’’. Moreover,
while the user appears online this may trigger starting a
conversation because other users may expect that the user is
available at that moment. This expectation adds pressure on
users to reply which can result in procrastination. Similarly,
last presence feature adds pressure on users by encouraging
them to access SNSs to respond to and interact with others.
For example, when a user’s status shows that they were
recently active, it provides an indication to others and
increases their expectations of receiving a response. This
expectation could have a significant effect on user
procrastination by enticing responses to message request in an
attempt to maintain good relations with other users. A
participant said: “I procrastinated on WhatsApp as I opened
my friend’s message page and closed it without replying to her
messages which means that two blue ticks appeared to her’’.
Furthermore, the presence of user location might also facilitate
procrastination. For example, when a user posts a photo on
Instagram, their location appears to others. Hence, the location
information might trigger further interest in posts originating
from the same location, triggering further usage.
5) Interaction features on SNSs are the features that allow
users to interact with others. Several research studies suggest

that the main motivation for users to be active on SNSs is to
use the features that allow them to interact with their peers
[31, 32]. These features were divided into two subcategories
based on the nature of the interaction as one episode and
dialogue. One episode interaction refers to a single, nonrepeatable interaction, such as liking a post or re-tweeting.
This type of feature is seen as a procrastination trigger because
users keep checking their SNSs in order to see how many likes
or re-tweets they have received, especially those interested in
their level of popularity. One of the participants said: “I
posted a photo about my trip to Paris and I kept thinking
about the number of likes I got for it, so I couldn’t focus on my
work”. Hence, the one episode feature enables users to get a
social reward which increases their extrinsic motivation to
frequently check for more reward. Seeking popularity may
associate users to procrastinate as SNSs allow users to count
how many likes and retweets they have gained on each post.
Moreover, one episode features may trigger user curiosity
about their own post. For example, when a user posts a photo
on Instagram, they may start thinking about user feedback,
both positive and negative feedback. Over time, the user may
begin to feel worried why others are ignoring the post if no
one engages with it, which in turn can lead to the emergence
of hidden procrastination. On the other hand, when the user
receives feedback on their post, such as likes or comments,
this may lead to further posts in order to increase their
followers’ satisfaction and gain more popularity.
Dialogue feature refers to continuing interaction between
SNS users, such as chatting features, and comment sections.
This type of interaction may increase procrastination as many
participants of the focus group and the diary study reported
that chatting with others increased their SNS usage which
leads them to procrastinate. Interaction within a dialogue can
be divided into two sub categories: synchronous and
asynchronous. In the synchronous dialogue, the nature of the
interaction requires both users to interact with each other at
the same time, which makes users more motivated to keep
interacted due to the frequency of responses. A participant
said: “I continued to chat with him for more than half hour”.
Therefore, users who have low self-control tend to
procrastinate more because they find it difficult to stop the
interaction which can result in seemingly endless
conversations. The threat of endless conversations is increased
when the user expects a quick reply and the feature shows that
the other person is “typing” or “recording.” This may increase
user expectations to see something new which triggers
continued usage. In contrast, asynchronous refers to
communication in which data can be transmitted intermittently
rather than in a steady stream which can lead users to be
preoccupied by thinking about received responses.
F. Task triggers
Task triggers have been identified as one of the
procrastination predictors [33]. Some people might tend to
procrastinate because of the nature of the task. For example,
the task itself is unenjoyable, stressful or frustrating which

prevents them from dealing with it or might lead to lack of
focus. Also, task difficulty can lead SNS users to avoid
performing a given task because of the fear of failure. At the
same time, the reward of a task may have a significant effect
on how individuals perform a task, and the reward can be
intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation can be defined as
engaging in a task for the reward inherent in the task such as
interest and enjoyment, whereas extrinsic motivation refers to
performing an action to obtain a reward or outcome[34]. The
task reward has a significant effect on user’s enthusiasm to
perform the task.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we elaborated on our initial observation about
the role of social media design in triggering procrastination.
Our study showed that the design of SNS features can, in some
context of usage, play an important role in persuading users to
procrastinate, directly and indirectly. We argue that it is within
the social responsibility of SNS companies to aid people to
stay in control of their usage and offer tools to help them
combat procrastination. Steps in this direction started to be
taken, e.g. iOS Screen Time and Google Digital Wellbeing
programs. However, these tools are mainly focused on the
interaction between the user and the device, e.g. managing time
spent, content reviewer and setting notification preferences.
However, our study showed that the reasons for procrastination
are inherent to the way social interaction is facilitated through
social media, e.g. peer pressure and social influence, and
personality of the user, e.g. low self-control. This calls for
more profound persuasive tools and personalisation of
procrastination countermeasure to fit the user’s personal and
social context.
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